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“Trump learned nothing from the midterms. Exhibit A: the shutdown” - CNN 
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“Partial government shutdown likely to continue until after Christmas” - CNN 
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“Partial government shutdown enters third day” - Fox 
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“Trump vows partial shutdown will last ‘until we have a wall,’ as Dems hold firm 
in opposition” - Fox 
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“Shutdown to cut office overseeing federal food stamps by 95%” - CNN 
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“Trump: Most worker affected by shutdown are Dems” - Fox 
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“The Trump shutdown is fitting” - CNN 
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“Trump will stay in DC through the shutdown, incoming chief of staff says” - 
CNN 
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“Trump used two innocent, dead children as political pawns” - CNN 
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“Democrats head into 2019 split on everything but Trump” - CNN 
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“Donald Trump ends 2018 with a Fox News interview — his 41st since 
inauguration” - CNN 
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“Vote to end shutdown will be ‘first game of chicken’ of 2019: David Catanese” - 
Fox 
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“A tossed letter, an angry interruption and a closed government: few signs a 
shutdown deal is near” - CNN 
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“Trump says he could keep shutdown going for months or years” - CNN 
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“Border Patrol Council president ‘all for’ shutdown” - Fox 
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“National Park Service says it will use visitor fees to keep parks running through 
shutdown” - CNN 
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“7 people have died in national parks since the shutdown began. But that’s not 
unusual” - CNN 
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“National Park service using funds for future projects to keep parks clean, open 
during shutdown” - Fox 
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“You’d never guess who is taking advantage of the shutdown” - Fox 
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“National Park Service using funds for future projects to keep parks clean, open 
during shutdown” - Fox 
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“MARC THIESSEN: Dems bungle stupidest federal shutdown in US history” - 
Fox 
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“Florida airport to close terminals as TSA workers call in sick at double the rate 
during record shutdown” - Fox 
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“Both Trump and Pelosi think they’re winning the shutdown” - CNN 
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“The first government shutdown was more recent than you think” - CNN 
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“Democrats boycott White House talks on border security, budget” - Fox 
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“Pelosi tells Trump to postpone SOTU speech until partial shutdown ends” - Fox 
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“Fact-check: Does the shutdown raise real security concerns for State of the 
Union?” - CNN 
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“Pelosi ‘leak charge undercut by details from Kabul cable, White House decries 
‘asinine’ claim” - Fox 
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“Romney backs Trump on shutdown, says he doesn’t understand Pelosi’s 
flip-flopping border stance” - Fox 
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“‘SNL’ has Baldwin’s Trump play ‘Deal or No Deal’ with the government 
shutdown” - CNN 
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“10% of TSA employees called out Sunday as shutdown continues” - CNN 
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“TSA: Airport screener call-outs have risen during the government shutdown” - 
Fox 
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“President vows in letter to Pelosi to go ahead with SOTU despite her 
objections” - Fox 
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“Federal fallout intensifies as Trump, Pelosi dig in over border wall with no end 
in sight” - Fox 
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“WATCH: Trump has latest on shutdown” - Fox 
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